











































	

What We Do


What We Do
From fleet management and productivity solutions to upfitting, fabrication, and insurance, Holman has the integrated automotive services expertise to keep your business moving.
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Fleet Management
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Solutions


Solutions
With a strategic solution that works for you and your business, you can unlock revenue-generating opportunities and begin managing your fleet as an investment.
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Solutions by Industry
Holman's fleet expertise covers nearly every vertical industry. No matter your field, we can meet your fleet challenges head on.
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Personalized Solutions
Every company has its own unique set of challenges and considerations when it comes to fleet management. Holman offers customizable solutions to fit your needs.
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Resources


Resources
We have a lot to share. Browse our resources library for current insights, data, strategies, and success stories from our own experts in their respective fields.
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About Us


About Us
When Holman was founded in 1924, we set something positive in motion. Our consistent focus on people and our commitment to integrity make us who we are today.
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We’re not just in the automotive business, we’re in the people business. Join us for the ride.
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FLEET MANAGEMENT
Fleet Management Solutions
Fleet management can be complicated, but it doesn’t need to be a burden. Holman’s holistic fleet management approach transforms your fleet from an operational necessity into one of your most valuable assets.


BOOK A MEETING
CONTACT US
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Contact Our Fleet Management Team
 Fleet Size *
—Please choose an option—
1-100
100 - 1500
1500+

 First Name *
  Last Name *
  Email *
  Phone Number
  Company Name *
  State *
—Please choose an option—
AL
AK
AZ
AR
CA
CO
CT
DE
DC
FL
GA
HI
ID
IL
IN
IA
KS
KY
LA
ME
MD
MA
MI
MN
MS
MO
MT
NE
NV
NH
NJ
NM
NY
NC
ND
OH
OK
OR
PA
RI
SC
SD
TN
TX
UT
VT
VA
WA
WV
WI
WY

 Tell Us More
 
Sign up now to begin receiving the latest auto, fleet and mobility news sent directly to your inbox. 
Submit
   





     
Our Services

Custom Solutions

Your Fleet is an Investment

Build a Fleet with Value

Go Green, Save Green

Manage Your Drivers, Maximize Your Results

Optimize Your Fleet Vehicle

Sell with Confidence

Expand Around the World

Affordable Solutions that Fit

Sale & Leaseback

FAQs


 Our Fleet Management Services

If your fleet is like most, you face a range of challenges, from staying on top of disruptive technologies, to making do with limited resources. Holman’s solution helps you ensure your fleet investment is working for you.
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Vehicle Acquisition & Leasing
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Driver Services
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Business Management
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Vehicle Management
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Technology
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Remarketing
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Global Fleet
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Small Business Solutions











Build Your Personalized Solution
No two companies are built the same, and your fleet challenges need a solution tailored to you. Tell us a little about the fleet challenges you’re currently facing, the size of your fleet, and your role in managing it in the form below, and we’ll provide a downloadable solution customized to your needs. It’s a great way to begin exploring how we can put our experience dating back to 1924 to work for you. 


I want…

Select One
Better insight into my total fleet cost
To better manage my supply chain
Increased visibility into driver behaviors
Tools to help me assess the impact of our drivers
To access all of my maintenance data in one place
To reduce my maintenance costs without increasing my downtime
To sell the right fleet vehicles at the right time
To simplify my fleet vehicle sales


Role

Select One
Fleet
Operations
Procurement
Safety & Risk
Human Resources
Sales
Finance


Fleet Size

Select One
1-100
101-1,999
2,000+



Go


   Your Fleet is an Investment
Your fleet is more than just a set of transactional costs — it’s an investment. Not only does your vehicle operation play a critical role in serving your customers, but with an integrated strategy and big-picture thinking, it can also drive growth and fuel success for your company.
When managing fleet maintenance as a series of costs to be maintained, it’s natural to focus on minimizing the amount of every transaction in the short term. However, this approach often leads to hidden long-term costs and wasted time that, in the end, increases spending and decreases productivity for your company.

At Holman, we align your fleet with your organization’s overall measures for success by prioritizing strategic planning throughout the entire vehicle lifecycle — buy, drive, service and sell.
With the right mindset, each stage of the lifecycle offers an opportunity to create value and deliver returns to your bottom line.
Our fleet management services can help you optimize your operation, reduce lifetime costs, and keep your business moving.




BUY
Build a Fleet with Value
Designing a fleet that supports your company’s financial goals requires strategic decision making. Selecting and building the right vehicles for each job, managing supply chain logistics, and securing the right funding, ensures a successful long-term investment. Holman can help you make the right financial decisions for your business’s needs.




GET MORE INFO 
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INVEST IN THE FUTURE
Go Green, Save Green
Electric vehicles and charging infrastructure have improved dramatically over the past decade, with continuous advancements as we learn more about powering alternative fuel vehicles.. Electric vehicles are now increasingly viable as part of a fleet strategy that saves both costs and the environment. Holman is proud to be your partner on the road to electrification.
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DRIVE
Manage Your Drivers, Maximize Your Results
Administrative roadblocks and high-risk driver behavior reduce productivity and drive up costs. From training to compliance, Holman’s fleet driver support enables you to better manage your workforce, build a culture of safety, and positively impact your bottom line. 
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SERVICE
Optimize Your Fleet Vehicle
Vehicles are complex machines, and managing a fleet of them is no easy task. The right resources can help you maximize productivity and minimize downtime. Whether you need to track vehicle performance, manage maintenance costs, or track fuel efficiency, with our fleet telematics, Holman can help you get the most out of your investment.
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SELL
Sell with Confidence
Selling your vehicles requires significant time and effort, especially when you’re trying to get the most value. Holman’s remarketing services provide access to more channels, putting your vehicles in front of the right buyers at the right time, maximizing proceeds, and reducing time to sale.
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GO GLOBAL
Expand Around the World
Your business is going places, and Holman can support your fleet  along the way. Our global presence and in-market expertise can help to maximize the value from your fleet investment no matter where the road takes you, throughout North America and around the world.
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Small Business Solutions
Affordable Solutions that Fit
Overseeing work vehicles for a trade business or contractor is a hectic job. If just one vehicle arrives late or isn’t running, every minute of vehicle downtime and lost worker productivity – even yours – means less revenue and lower customer satisfaction. Holman can help your small business deliver above expectations through easy fleet management solutions.
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Still have questions? See our Fleet Management FAQ’s









“From acquisition to driver services and remarketing, Holman is our go-to partner when it comes to managing our fleet. They’re knowledgeable, attentive, and innovative, but above all, they make things easy.”
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Holman Customer



DIGITAL BOOK
Sale & Leaseback: How to Free Up Your Fleet’s Equity
Are you interested in a simple, straightforward way to quickly convert your business assets into cash? This eBook will show you how to unlock the equity in your fleet vehicles so you can redirect that cash into other parts of your business.
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Not sure where to start? Chat with one of our experts!

BOOK A MEETING


×



Fleet Management Frequently Asked Questions
	Did Holman buy ARI?
Fleet management specialist ARI has rebranded as Holman. The effort is part of a wider rebranding process of the automotive services organization under the Holman brand name.


	Why do companies use fleet management?
Fleet management assists businesses with monitoring and maintaining their vehicles to help reduce the risk of breakdowns or larger issues. Holman views fleet management holistically to help turn your fleet from a necessity into an investment.


	What is fleet management?
A fleet is a set of vehicles that a business owns or leases in order to perform services. Those vehicles can range from specialty vans used by landscapers, to pickup trucks used by contractors, or even rental cars, and many more. A lot goes into maintaining a fleet, including purchasing and financing vehicles, ensuring those vehicles are regularly serviced and driven safely, selling the vehicles when they’re no longer needed. These collective elements and the details surrounding them are referred to as fleet management.


	Why should I work with Holman to manage my fleet?
 For nearly a century, our family-owned business has been providing automotive services with a commitment to doing the right thing for our customers, our employees, and our community. Driving What’s Right is at the heart of everything we do. We help fleets big and small  perform safely and efficiently, and ensure our fleet customers maximize the return on their investment. We offer comprehensive services to ensure you get the most value out of your fleet when you buy, drive, service, and sell your vehicles.


	What fleet management services does Holman offer?
Holman offers comprehensive fleet management services to help our customers get the most value from their fleet throughout the process of buying, driving, servicing, and selling fleet vehicles. These services include: vehicle specing, acquisition, leasing, financing and upfitting; counsel as you incorporate electric vehicles (EVs) into your fleet; driver services like safety training and compliance programs; commercial insurance to manage your total cost of risk; business management to provide consultative services for your end-to-end fleet needs; vehicle management to ensure fuel and maintenance cost savings; technology to measure and optimize every component of your fleet; remarketing to help you sell your vehicle at the right time and for the right price; and global fleet services to help your business grow internationally.


	What fleet management services do I need?
Every fleet is different, which is why Holman offers a full range of fleet management services from vehicle acquisition and leasing to driver training, from service and maintenance to vehicle sales and remarketing. We would love to work with you to understand your business and its needs, and work together to build a plan specifically for you. Visit our “Contact Us” page to get started.


	How can I work with Holman to manage my fleet?
We would love to work with you to find the services that can deliver the most return on your fleet management investment. Visit our “Contact Us” page to get started.


	What is a fleet vehicle?
 
Fleet vehicles are trucks, vans, or cars owned by a business or an organization used for specific purposes of that organization. Commercial vehicles are also considered fleet vehicles when they are specifically used for a business.






   Related Services
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Upfitting & Equipment

Your fleet is most valuable when it’s designed and built for your unique business needs.




GET MORE INFO 
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Racks & Equipment

Browse our online catalog or work with our engineers to design custom equipment and racks.
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Commercial Insurance

Determine the right level of insurance and the right kinds of coverage for your unique business.
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Holman's 2024 Fleet Resource - Download Now
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4001 Leadenhall Road

Mount Laurel NJ 08054

(833) 465 – 6266 (main)


Contact Us

Follow Us
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Stay Informed!
Get the latest industry updates and insights with the Morning Brake newsletter!
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Join the Holman Team
We’re not just in the automotive business, we’re in the people business. Join us for the ride.
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Please take note of our new web address
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